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Welcome to the world of JCrackChat, a easy-to-use
Java chat client that uses jIRCd as a server and
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supports IPv6. By making use of a single core
java.util.Timer object for scheduling, this java chat
client is highly scalable, robust and will provide you a
smooth and seamless chat experience across a variety
of platforms. We have designed this java chat client
with a super-fast, super-efficient algorithm that will
scale well on your personal computer, on your mobile
phone and on your Playstation. What's new in this
version: - Fixed a bug that was causing the program to
crash upon closing the application. - Added a toggle
button to easily turn the IPv6 feature on or off. Added several new features to the application
including, mutiple IP address support, support for
IPv6, nickname color highlight, nick color blink,
animated emoticons and many more. If you have any
problems or issues with JCrackChat, or if you are just
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looking to use this chat application on your phone,
please leave us a review here: If you are looking for
some cool and innovative Android Apps, be sure to
check out our Catalog. JCrackChat is a simple, easy to
use Client-Server chat application written in Java that
will help you stay in touch with your friends.
JCrackChat Description: Welcome to the world of
JCrackChat, a easy-to-use Java chat client that uses
jIRCd as a server and supports IPv6. By making use of
a single core java.util.Timer object for scheduling, this
java chat client is highly scalable, robust and will
provide you a smooth and seamless chat experience
across a variety of platforms. We have designed this
java chat client with a super-fast, super-efficient
algorithm that will scale well on your personal
computer, on your mobile phone and on your
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Playstation. What's new in this version: - Fixed a bug
that was causing the program to crash upon closing the
application. - Added a toggle button to easily turn the
IPv6 feature on or off. - Added several new features to
the application including, mutiple IP address support,
support for IPv6, nickname color highlight, nick color
blink, animated emoticons and many more. If you have
any problems
JCrackChat

Simple, easy to use Client-Server application written in
Java. It is easy to use, but still powerful enough to
handle huge numbers of users. It also provides the
ability to synchronize chat history with other devices
and has a nice XML data saving mechanism.
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JCrackChat Features: - Added a setting which allows
you to set the maximum number of displayed channels.
- All chat messages are now compressed and stored
locally, so that the data doesn't need to be sent to the
server every time. - Built in XML saving mechanism
allows you to save the user information, chat history,
etc. - Now it's possible to change channel and switch
between channels using the keyboard shortcuts 'n' and
'v' - More settings available in the configuration panel.
- New highlighting and a Mac OS X like dock. - The
user has a'menu' button at the bottom of the window.
Click the'menu' button and you can get access to the
settings and the help. - Configurable tooltip that show
a message on each user when he joins a channel. Improved chat history. - New 'history' button on the
toolbar. - Improved network API. - New setting to use
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the client in server mode. - New setting to hide the
'channel' window. - Show the chat window at the
bottom of the screen. - Major bugs fixed and
performance enhancements. - Now you can be the
server and the client at the same time. - The 'close'
button works better than before. - You can add
nicknames to the users and save them into an XML
file. - For example: '@User_Gustav' and 'User_Gustav'
will be displayed as '@Gustav' - Added 'image' as a
new option to the help setting. - Added setting to reset
the mouse settings. - Improved chat history. - Fixed
the bug that caused all channels to be displayed on
startup. - Fixed the bug that caused the 'username' to
be displayed on all messages. - Minor bugs fixed and
performance enhancements. - Now it's possible to load
the users, channel and the chat history from an XML
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file. - You can use the CTRL+C (ctrl+v on windows)
to copy the chat to the clipboard. - Minor bugs fixed
and performance enhancements. - Now it's possible to
hide the 'channel' window after a message 77a5ca646e
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JCrackChat Crack + Keygen For (LifeTime)

-------------------------------------------- JCrackChat is a
simple, easy to use Client-Server chat application
written in Java that will help you stay in touch with
your friends. The Client-Server architecture allows you
to send and receive text messages without having to log
on to the Internet. While JCrackChat can be used for
Internet text communication, it is not meant for this
purpose. Currently, JCrackChat has been tested in
Internet Explorer 6, Internet Explorer 7, Firefox
1.5.0.8, Opera 9.0, Netscape 9.02, Safari 2.0.4, and
Konqueror 3.5.6. Features:
-------------------------------------------- Simple Interface
JCrackChat is very simple to use. You have to input
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your friends' name in the Client and click Start.
JCrackChat will find your friends on the Internet and
will allow you to send them a text message. Your
friends will receive the text message, and they'll
receive the text message right on their cell phone.
There are various settings in the Client. You can
change the following settings: Client Color: You can
choose what color you want the text that you send to
appear in. You can choose between these colors: Red,
Green, Blue, Yellow, Magenta, Cyan, Orange, and
Black. You can also set the background color to be
Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Magenta, Cyan, Orange,
Black, White, Gray, or Gray Gradient. Font Size: You
can choose what size of font you want to use. You can
choose between these sizes: Small, Medium, Large,
Extra Large, Extra Extra Large, and Extra Extra Extra
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Large. Client Background: You can choose what color
you want the background of the Client to be. You can
choose between these colors: Red, Green, Blue,
Yellow, Magenta, Cyan, Orange, Black, White, Gray,
or Gray Gradient. Client Text: You can choose what
text you want the Client to be. You can choose
between these texts: SMS, MMS, Email, ICS, Google
Talk, Facebook, Twitter, Skype, and BlackBerry
Messenger. Client Notification: You can choose what
type of notification you want the Client to be. You can
choose between these notifications: Silent, Loud, and
Vibrate. Client Alert: You can choose how you want
the Client to alert you if you receive a text message.
You can choose between these alerts:
What's New In JCrackChat?
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JCrackChat is a simple, easy to use Client-Server chat
application written in Java that will help you stay in
touch with your friends. JCrackChat has support for
multi-user, rooms and friends list. It includes support
for private messages and voice chat. JCrackChat is
available for download at www.jcchat.org. You can try
JCrackChat at www.jcchat.org to get a feel of how it
works. Project Homepage: JCrackChat is a simple,
easy to use Client-Server chat application written in
Java that will help you stay in touch with your friends.
JCrackChat has support for multi-user, rooms and
friends list. It includes support for private messages
and voice chat. JCrackChat is available for download
at www.jcchat.org. You can try JCrackChat at
www.jcchat.org to get a feel of how it works. Project
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Homepage: JCrackChat Current Versions: Major
Release Change Notes Release Date First Known
Version 1.0 August 7th, 2004 1.0.0 1.1 January 30th,
2007 1.0.1 1.2 April 27th, 2007 1.0.2 1.3 January 2nd,
2008 1.0.3 1.4 July 25th, 2008 1.0.4 1.5 March 17th,
2009 1.0.5 1.6 July 8th, 2009 1.0.6 1.7 July 30th, 2009
1.0.7 1.8 October 9th, 2009 1.0.8 1.9 January 21st,
2010 1.1.0 1.10 June 28th, 2010 1.1.1 1.11 August
6th, 2010 1.1.2 1.12 August 24th, 2010 1.1.3 1.13
August 30th, 2010 1.1.4 1.14 September 20th, 2010
1.1.5 1.15 November 24th, 2010 1.1.6 1.16 February
14th, 2011 1.1.7 1.17 May 30th, 2011 1.1.8 1.18 June
8th, 2011 1.1.9
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System Requirements For JCrackChat:

Install FreeSpace 2 The ReadMe.txt file in the ZIP file
contains more information on system requirements and
installation instructions. Bugs? FreeSpace 2 is still a
work in progress. If you find any bugs or have
suggestions for improvement, please e-mail the
developers: jason@halo-game.com or
l1ght@l1ght.org.uk (Jason R. Clemens) Source To
install freeSpace 2, extract the contents of the ZIP file
to
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